
I tense
This is the form of the verb which shows whether the
action takes place in the present, past or future.

I live in London. (present tense verb)
I used to live in Berlin. (past tense verb)
I will move to Germany. (future tense verb)

Note that there is no simple relationship between tense
and time; for example, the present tense can refer to
present or future time.

I transitive
A transitive verb (indicated by v.t. in most dictionaries) is
one which takes a direct object:

I found the keys.

An intransitive verb (indicated by v.i. in most dictionaries)
is one which does not take a direct object:

We donced oll night.
Many verbs can be used both transitively and intransitively.

We ote and then went out.
We ote a huge meol ond then fell asleep.

I verb
A verb is a word which refers to an action or state. The
form of the verb changes to show person and tense.

I cycle, she walks, we ate, they hove finished

I voice
The relationship between verb ancl subjcct is indicated
by the use of either the active or thc llassivc voicc.

Many people witnessed the occident. (active voice)
The accident wos witnessed by mony people. (passive voice)

Although the mcaning of both s('nt('n('cs is thc same, in
the active sentencc Muny lttopla is thc strlrjt,ct, whilc in
the passive sentcncc 'l'ha ttccitlattl is thc strlrjcct.

2.1 The German alphabet
a 2.1.', The German alphabet is read out as follows
(pronounce the phonetic renderings as in German):

eff k kah ppeh
geh I el qkuh
ha mem r err
ih nen ses
iot ooh tteh

uuh xiks
v fau y Lipsilon

w weh z tset

In addition the following four letters are used: the three
Umlaut vowels a, 6, ii and the letter I3 (pronounced
'eszet').

a 2.1.2 The Umlaut sign " shows a change in
pronunciation of the vowel. It occurs, for example, in the
formation of many plurals, certain verb forms and some
comparatives and superlatives:

das Buch - die Biicher book, books

lassen - er liisst to let, he lets

groB - grciRer big, bigger

a 2.1.3 The B is equivalent to ss. It exists only as a small
letter (written SS when in capitals) and is used

. after a long vowel if followed by another vowel:
flieBen (to flow), gieBen (to pour), StraBe (street)

. after a diphthong if followed by another vowel:
auBen (outslde), beiBen (to bite), reiRen (to teor)

Compound words are treated as if the individual parts of
the word were independent:

Missstimmung (ill humour), Kreissparkasse (local sovings

bonk), KreiRsaal (delivery room)

aah f
bbeh g
c tseh h

ddeh i
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